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Old Geelong Football Club: marking 50 Years 1954-2004 
General WebNotes 2004: No 18  (June 24)  www.oldgeelong.com.au 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Team of the Half Century: Back Row : Rob Hesketh, John Manton, Dan Ritchie, Will Paul, Andrew Howells, Mark 
Vickers-Willis, Stuart Glascott. Middle Row: Dougal Morrison, Tony Poolman, Bill Morrison, John Stephen, Terry 
Brown, Rick Whalley.  Front Row: Cullen Gunn, Bruce Spiden (Capt), Evan MacGregor (both as Coach and as a 
player), Mark Neeld, Michael Crawford. (Absent: Ian Peake, Richard Weibye, James Taylor, and Jerry Rasmussen) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
A great day for the Club last Saturday, with both the Firsts and Reserves successful, and the 50th 
Anniversary Dinner and Team of the Half Century a truly outstanding success, exceeding all 
expectations, both as to quantity and to quality. “Awesome” and “prodigious” are a couple of the words that 
have been used in apparent understatement, and a turn-up of 476, representing people from right through the 
Club’s 50th years, from quite a number who had played for the Club in its earliest seasons to many who had 
represented for the Club earlier in that day, was magnificent. A fuller report on the night follows (as 
approximately Pages 3 to 175) and in next week’s notes. 
 
But first, on the current football front, both the Firsts and Reserves reach the half-way point of the home-
and-away season lying in second spot on their respective ladders.  In the Seniors there are four sides on 7 
wins and 2 losses, all of them three games and percentage ahead of the rest of the section. So it would have 
to be said that we are now pretty well placed to reach the finals, as long as we do not take our foot off the 
pedal. Unlike last season, there are no sides in the section which are “pushovers”, and all of those currently 
beneath us on the ladder will be fighting desperately to gain sufficient wins to avoid relegation. 
 
The Reserves also are second, two games behind undefeated La Trobe, and narrowly ahead of Old Carey on 
percentage, and three games and a casual 290% ahead of fourth! Our two losses, by 11 points and one point 
respectively to those two sides were both away, and our objective in this second half of the season should be 
to go right through without a loss. 
 
Seniors : (from Matt Edmonds) 
OLD GEELONG  2.8  7.10   8.11 10.15 (75) d MONASH GRYPHONS    1.3   3.6    5.7   6.8 (44) 
“If you like rain and being really cold, then chilly Como Park was the place to be last Saturday. The 
conditions were wet and greasy, the opposition were dour and spirited, and the football was far from 
attractive. It all combined to serve up one of those forgetful games where, to use the most clichéd phrase in 
world sport, we were just happy to get the four points.  
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“Things started reasonably well for us as we continually had the ball in our scoring zone for most of the first 
quarter. Our goal-kicking, however, let us down badly and even Vicko (Mark Vickers-Willis) and Ed Bayles 
uncharacteristically missed goals from short range. The wet ball obviously contributed to our inaccuracy but 
the bottom line is that bad kicking is bad footy and we shouldn’t try and blame the conditions to hide any 
deficiencies we may have in this area. We need to learn to play well and kick accurately in all types of 
weather. Our first quarter score-line of 2 goals 8 behinds to their 1 goal 3 behinds meant that we’d 
squandered an opportunity to almost put the game beyond their reach even at that early stage. (And that the 
opposition had improved their accuracy from the week before, when they had amassed a total of 0-18 by half 
time: it made the papers.- Ed)  
 
“Fortunately for us our goal sense returned early in the 
second term and we slotted home four goals within the space 
of eight minutes. We also started getting great drive from 
our mid-fielders. Especially good were the classy Stevo 
(Lachlan Stevens), Jamie Bell and Will “Insano” Paul. 
Stevo’s form and fitness has been getting better each week 
and it was a shame to see him limp off the ground in the 
second half with a hamstring strain. Hopefully it’s not too 
serious. Jamie Bell again put in another consistent display 
and his cramping calves, hamstring and groin at game’s end 
were testament to the amount of hard running he’d done   
through the match. Willy Paul also ran rampant all over the  
ground with his typically ferocious attack on the football and the opposition. He clearly deserved his second 
best-on-ground performance in a row. Disappointingly though we slackened off in the last half of the second 
quarter and let Monash score a couple of goals. This buoyed their spirit and kept them in touch with us by 
the main break where we held a 28-point advantage. 
 
“Throughout the second half our performance was far more workman-like than spectacular. We scored only 
one major in the third term, thanks to a very timely long goal from Diesel (David Kimpton). However, given 
the deteriorating conditions, a 22-point lead going into the last quarter was still a comfortable margin. The 
last term saw us add another two goals while Monash could only manage one goal, kicking into the breeze. 
Obby’s (Simon O’Brien) goal mid-way through the term put paid to any chance of Monash making a 
miraculous comeback. He is proving to be one of those players for us, who despite not playing every minute 
of each game, is providing a spark when on the ground and is a valuable goal-scoring option. Vicko also 
finished the game with four goals, which was a commendable return in a low scoring match. Solid games 
again from all of our back-line players, especially Tom and Will Paul, Charlie Fairbairn and Stevie 
Lansdell, was a key in keeping the Monash boys to a low score. There was nothing pretty about our footy 
but the conditions dictated that it was to be that way, and it was good to see that we adjusted well to score 
our seventh win of the year. At the halfway mark of the season we’re sitting second on the ladder with a 7-2 
win/loss record. If you had offered that to us at the start of the season we would have accepted it gleefully. 
 
We look forward to our next game against Swinburn Uni where we’ll hopefully have the two Betts boys 
(Nick and Tom) back fit for that one. Tom’s kicking ability, especially, will be a great bonus for us. Any 
player who can firmly lodge the 1988 Premiership footy, that had just been sold at auction for 500 bucks, in 
the 40-foot high Palladium Room ceiling at Crown after about a zillion beers can get a game in our team any 
day! (This was very late in the piece and a more detailed note appears late on – Ed!!) 
Goals: Mark Vickers-Willis 4, Will Paul 2, Simon O'Brien, Tim Legoe, David Kimpton, Tom Fallaw. Best: 
W Paul, Tom Paul, Charlie Fairbairn, Vickers-Willis, Jamie Bell, Ed Bayles. 
 
Reserves: 
OLD GEELONG  7.3   13.7   16.12 19.17 (131) d  MONASH GRYPHONS    2.0   4.1   4.4   4.4 (28) 
Do we have anyone in the Club who would be prepared to submit a report each week? Until we do you’re 
not going to get much publicity, boys. (And as I had mud and rain on the outside of my glasses for much of 
the game, and their insides were fogged up, I can’t make much of a contribution. - Ed.)  A dominant effort in 
sometimes difficult conditions, with our forwards really turning it on in the first half, and our backs keeping 

Evan MacGregor announced the members of the Team 
of the Half Century 
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the opposition to just three points in the second half. Surprise full-forward Avery has now booted 11 in the 
past two weeks and Al Munro joined the party with five. Jon Malpas  was consistently good all day on his 
wing. 
Goals: Mark Avery 6; Al Munro 5; Mark Leslie 2; James O'Hare 2; James Kilpatrick; Tim Bayles; Jon 
Malpas; Ben Symons. Best: Malpas, A. Munro; Leslie; James O'Hare; Avery; Tim Carey. 
 
Club 18 
Old Geelong 6.2 lost to North Old boys 14.2:  (from Moose Edgar) 
“After Beetle Southey lost the toss it was always going to be tuff. (He’s got to go. – Ed.) The wind was 
howling down the ground as North Old Boys kicked the first five unanswered goals.  OGS responded with 
four to their two in the next quarter but the game gradually slipped from reach.  Cam Teague  and Sam Cole  
lead by example, whilst Slattery, Lockie , James Abbott and MacLean were strong followers of the ball.”  
Goals: Charles Burgess, Sam Cole, Cam Teague, Rupert Imhoff, Tim Daniel, Richard Hetherington. Best: 
Cam Teague, Andrew Slattery, Cole, Hugh Lockie, Will Abbott, Brett McLean. 
 
THIS SATURDAY 
The Firsts and Reserves are back at Como again, this time against Swinburn Uni, whilst the Clubbies are up 
against Emmaus St. Leo’s  (formerly St. Leo’s Emmaus) out near Deakin Uni, Burwood, on Bennettswood 
Sports Ground, Holland Avenue, Burwood. (*61 A5). 
 
50th-ANNIVERSARY DINNER 
As advised, there were 476 there which was terrific, and the fact that the room usually holds just 440 did not 
impact adversely. A quite considerable number of people had come in from interstate, whilst a number of 
others had cancelled or postponed other commitments to be there. Ian Cover was a great MC (no surprise 
there) and during the course of the night we heard at not-excessive length from Garth Manton (original 
player 1954 – 6 games, and President for seven years), John Manton (current President), and Mark 
Vickers -Willis (current player).   
 
In addition the Club presented its own OGFC Certificates of Merit to a number of people who have been a 
substantial part of it for many (too many?) years:  after receiving his, Dale Fraser did the honours with the 
rest.  (Those named for these awards were: Tony Brocksopp, Michael Davis , Gary Fawcett, Dale Fraser, 
Michael Gretton-Watson, Tim Jackson, John Joyce, Sandy Hunter, Peter Lemon, Garth Manton and 
the late Nugget Stephens . Because of space limitations, details of these people will appear in next week’s 
notes. And after he had been announced Coach of the 50-Year side, Evan MacGregor was the man to make 
the announcement of his team which had been selected from about 80 extremely talented and able 
footballers. (Suggestions of a training swim and run at Brighton beach at 7.00am on the Sunday morning 
were not well received!) 

 
It was terrific to see a substantial number of people from the 1950s in 
attendance, and all decades were really well represented. There was a 
bit of a price tag on the evening, especially for students, but that did not 
stop a terrific turn-up from a lot of our current playing members. In 
addition, also among those present were the Principal of Geelong 
College, Dr Pauline Turner and her husband Cliff, Carol Barnard, 
Director of Public Relations at College and her husband Andrew, plus 
Mr and Mrs Richard Carr (GC Council), Mr and Mrs. Bill Phillips 
(Past President Old Geelong Collegians) and Mr and Mrs. Mark 
Russell (Coach GC First 18).  Regrettably Phil Stevens, the CEO of the 
VAFA, was a fairly late withdrawal, whilst GGS was perhaps 
represented by John McInnes, Chairman of the GGS School Council, 
but more likely he was there in his capacity as a former Treasurer of the 
OGFC in the years 1964/5/6, and a long-term supporter of the Club. 

 
 

Bruce Spiden (Captain Team of the Half-
Century) and Gary Fawcett 
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A number of people have enquired about the possibility of getting hold of a CD (edited down from 6 hours!) 
with the highlights of the evening and of the photo montage which was shown, and others have asked about 
getting copies of the Programme for the evening (a terrific publication put together and printed for the Club 
by Gary Fawcett of Tap productions).  We expect to be able to provide some details in next week’s notes. 
 
TEAM OF THE HALF CENTURY 
A galaxy of stars was nominated for this, and the 
Selection Committee, under the Chairmanship of 
Dale Fraser, with a representative from each 
decade, had one hell of a job: in the finish the 
selection was as listed at the start of these notes. One 
thing is certain, there were a number of very, very 
talented players who could have made the 
emergency lists. To be eligible for selection, players 
must have played 40 games or more for the Club. 
Full details of the playing career of those picked will 
appear in next week’s notes. Of the listed team the 
great majority were able to be present, and we 
received apologies from the four who couldn’t make 
it, Richard Weibye  (Sydney), Dr. Ian Peake 
(Perth), Jerry Rasmussen (Adelaide),  
whilst James Taylor is currently in America. 
 
OGFC Certificates of Merit 
A number of these were presented during the course of the evening to people considered to have been a 
special part of the Club during a significant part of its 50 years.  Details of these people will also appear in 
next week’s notes 
 
AROUND THE CLUB 
As advised previously in earlier notes, Club Secretary David Mims  is heading north this week on two 
months’ Long Service Leave (from Target Geelong and from the OGFC). Some of his many jobs have been 
allocated as follows: liaising with the Stonnington Council - Michael Gretton-Watson; VAFA matters - this 
will be done by Dale Fraser from now until about 24 July and then by Peter Lemon; match-day matters 
(collecting votes, team sheets, phoning scores, entering Bests and Goal kickers on VAFA website, etc etc) – 
Hamish Browning. 
 
Congratulations to Mark Leslie  who brought up his 50th game for the Club last Saturday. And my very 
sincere apologies to Tom Paul for my failing to realise and mention that he played his 50th game back in 
Round 3. (And that after I had mentioned in these notes pre-season that he was only 52 games short of his 
100th.) With Tom Paul, Will Paul and Jim Paul now playing together regularly in the Firsts, we think it is 
the first time this has happened since three Hunter brothers  (Tim, Paul and Simon) all played at the same 
times for the Ones in about 1986. 
 
You lose some and you gain some. After saying goodbye to Tasmanian Sam Lyne, following eight good 
games in the Firsts, as he left for overseas, we are delighted to see another, in the form of James Burbury, 
just back from an extended three-month honeymoon overseas. Nice to hear that he kept up with Club news 
by accessing the web while away. 
 
The Newman Club, which is the support club for football at Geelong Grammar School, is holding a dinner – 
entitled A Night with Sam Newman and Friends in the Alex Popescu Room at the Geelong Football Club 
on Monday 2nd August at 7pm.  The dinner will feature “a relaxed and lively discussion with Sam Newman, 
Bob Davis, Frank Costa, Billy Brownless, Ian Cover and Charlie Gardiner”.  The cost for the night is $75, 

Former players David O’Byrne, Michael Whalley, who flew out from 
London, and Stuart Anderson 
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which includes a three-course meal, with wines, beer and soft drink included. If you’d like to book a ticket, if 
there are still any left, you can contact keirab@ggscorio.edu.au, or book online at  
www.ggscorio.vic.edu.com: should be a great night. 
 
FROM HERE AND 
THERE 
A big thank-you to Simon O’Brien who 
did one set of Webnotes whilst I was 
away, and Jim Legoe  who did the second 
set. Unfortunately, for reasons unknown, 
the “Word” document which Jim prepared 
could not be changed into Acrobat format 
for the Website (printed hard copies were 
available, as always, on the Thursday 
evening at Como).  We accordingly 
apologise for the massive delay in getting 
those notes onto the web – they should 
have gone up today. 
 
Message from Gary Fawcett: “Caught up 
with Marty Jaugietis (past player who left last year) in New York last week and he sends his regards to 
everyone and reckons he's got a season or two left in him.”  Might depend on how long you spend away, 
Marty. With 49 games under your belt, it’s definitely worth considering. Ed.) 
 
From last Saturday night and Sunday morning:  Former player Robert Hanna had arranged to spend the 
night at the house of another former player, Clive Landale , but when the time came Robert could only 
remember the street name but not the house number! So rather than wake the wrong people he deposited 
himself in the back of someone’s Ute parked in the street - only to be wakened at first light by some early- 
morning joggers. 
 
Seven items were auctioned last Saturday as a small part of the evening’s program, including the football 
used in the game, and signed some 16 years ago by the entire 1988 Reserves Premiership team. This Lot 
was purchased, snapped up, by (the same) Clive Landale , who was the Captain of that side, for the sum of 
$500, but we are not entirely sure if he’s ever going to get it.  Seems that very late in proceedings, after 
almost everyone had departed, Tom Betts  decided on a little bit of kick-to-kick – in typical OGS’ style the 
ball apparently did not come off the boot cleanly and unbelievably finished up in an air-conditioning duct!  
We are leaving it to Clive, Tom, the auctioneers, the Club and perhaps Crown to work out what happens 
next! 
 
We understand that three of those present last Saturday night, Ian Cover, Garth Manton and some bloke 
called Landy – who snuck out the back door of his cottage in South Yarra to attend - were back at the same 
venue a couple of nights later for a function honouring Australians who have run four-minute (or less) miles: 
(don’t know if that includes Craig Mottram, brother of one of our players from last year, Andrew Mottram).  
As Garth remarked to Ian, probably easier if they just had beds installed on the premises. 
 
Big number of emails doing the rounds last Monday. The following (copied to the Editor by the senders) 
went to John Manton, whose work on the organisational side for last Saturday, over a number of months, 
was mind-boggling. It came from past player Peter Jones: 
“Just a short note to thank you most sincerely for all your organisation and work to make Saturday night 
such a success.  It was a brilliant idea, but of course an enormous amount of work follows such a brainwave. 
It was good to catch up with people from the past and in some ways it was as much of a reunion as anything 
else.” 
 
And from Terry Brown, picked on the wing in the Team Of The Half-Century, also to John Manton: 
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“Appreciate making the illustrious team - congrats to you too; however the real buzz is having played for 
OGG's (as it was) and mixed with such a wonderful bunch of people. I have not really kept touch with 
anyone since those days, although the memories never fade. Thanks again John and well done on all counts.” 
 
We understand that Peter from Peterborough and Stan the Statistician might be having something to say 
about the OGFC next Saturday on Tony’s Talkback on the Coodabeen Champions show on ABC radio 
between 11 and 1. 
 
SHAME FILES 
Just when you think you can get through a set of these notes without reporting anything negative  or 
disappointing: Bang !  Last Sunday Tim Bayles and his 8-month-pregnant wife Kirsty were left and 
allowed to do the  entire clean-up at Como of the rooms, upstairs and down, by themselves, as no-
one else, no, not one person (the Editor included, but I did have a slightly sore head - it must have 
been something I ate), turned up to assist. Apart from the risk of it having caused a premature 
delivery (and one would hardly suggest the rooms at Como would be aesthetically or hygienically 
the best location!), it was exceptionally unfair. Perhaps this coming Sunday – after another home 
game and when Kirsty only has three weeks to go  – we can hope for a little more help and 
assistance from around the Club. 
 
The inoperable training light at the north-east corner of the ground, its electrical cable severed by 
contractors three months ago when they were building a walkway, as predicted remains inoperable. 
We note that we have been advised by the Council that it would be fixed – but like the 
improvements to downstairs rooms, no date, or year, or even decade, has been given. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
For any contributions to the notes next week: peter@peregrineadventures.com 


